The events of the Persian Gulf War have caused a Notre Dame professor of law, Father William Lewers, to question and ultimately reject the Just War Doctrine.

"For me, it (the Just War theory) simply does not work anymore, and perhaps it never did," said Lewers at "questioning the Just War Doctrine," a lecture sponsored by the Institute for International Peace Studies.

Lewers, who is the director of the Center for Civil and Human Rights, said that he "applied the sanctions" and "other positive measures taken by the Bush administration at the outset of the Gulf Crisis."

However, Lewers said that when President Bush announced the "doubling of forces", he could no longer support the effort.

The use of force is to be a last resort, Lewers said, and he cited the conditions of proportion and discriminally of the Just War theory.

"The use of force against Iraq did not meet this condition of last resort," said Lewers. He then questioned whether any situation ever reaches the point of last resort.

The Just War theory, according to Lewers, also calls for discrimination between combatants and civilians. However, because of limitations on the media, the public has no understanding of the causalities and damage in Iraq, Lewers said.

"For me, the Gulf War was not simply a war about forcing Saddam Hussein out of Kuwait," said Lewers. The war was about oil and a weakened United States, among other things, added Lewers.

"One lesson of the Gulf War is clear. America has been preparing for war for a generation, and we can now do the job," Lewers added.

Lewers was also critical of the way in which the hierarchy of the Catholic Church supported the war.

Lewers stated that he was disappointed that the bishops took "refuge in abstract ambiguities" rather than taking a stance on the war. He said he would have even preferred the bishops to take a stance opposing his own rather than take no stance at all.

John Paul II called the Persian Gulf War, "a darkness that has cast a shadow over the Catholic human community," according to Lewers.

"John Paul II continuously condemns the use of violence, yet cannot bring himself or the Church to abandon the Just War theory," he continued.

Lewers said that he opposes "the use of all force in international relations," but that rejection of the use of force is not a "passive position. It is a commitment to work for change and social justice, he said.

In his view, there offers a path to conflict resolution, said Lewers. It is a bridge between the central to the gospels and celebrated in the Eucharist, he said.

Lewers suggested that the Catholic Church’s teaching should lead people to non-violent way of life and a new form of conflict resolution.

University Committee on Governance created to study ND culture

By LAUREN AQUINO
Assistant News Editor

The creation of a University Committee on Governance which is independent of both the Academic Council and the Faculty Senate was one issue addressed by Father David Burrell, chair of the committee.

"My preferred title for the committee would be the Committee of Faculty Participation on Governance," Burrell said. "This is our goal," he added, since there is not yet a forum for concerns which affects academic life.

Additionally, Burrell said that the faculty will try to "fix" the Academic Council and make it into a working body which will address the issues which had otherwise been unaddressed.

Some major examples of this new proposal are:

- the academic council will function by standing committees, since working together will enable the people to learn more about human habits and human interactions;
- elections will be mandated to meet six times a year;
- composition will change from 18 faculty members to 28 plus residence hall rectors;
- the elections will aim for fair representation;
- rapid agenda circulation to the entire faculty to enable summer preview;
- the elections will be as soon as possible, and finally
- elected members of the faculty senate are allowed substitute delegates who may act as a voting replacement.

"This new document is a modest proposal, but very effective," Burrell said. This proposal was passed by the Faculty Senate.

The next issue of debate was that of Discriminatory Harassment, and was proposed by Clark Power.

The proposal which was passed by the Faculty Senate is that of Student Affairs with consultation from the anthropology, psychology, philosophy, and theology departments.

Lewers said that he opposes "the use of all force in international relations," but that rejection of the use of force is not a "passive position. It is a commitment to work for change and social justice, he said.

In his view, there offers a path to conflict resolution, said Lewers. It is a bridge between the central to the gospels and celebrated in the Eucharist, he said.

Lewers suggested that the Catholic Church’s teaching should lead people to non-violent way of life and a new form of conflict resolution.

Flanner rector is named academy headmaster

By CHRISTINE WALSH
News Writer

On July 1, 1991, Brother Michael Smith will bid farewell to the men of Planner Hall and the Notre Dame community to assume a new post as headmaster of St. Edmund’s Academy, an independent Catholic middle school in Wilmington, Del.

Currently, Smith has served as rector of Planner for nine years. In that time, he was part of the prestigious and literature at Notre Dame, is a resident assistant news editor.

During his tenure as rector in Planner Hall, Smith has helped form and change the character and traditions of the hall. "While I was here we started a lot of traditions that we didn’t have before . . . like the all-hall Christmas formal—I started that, I guess, seven years ago," said Smith.

Another addition to the parade of new Planner events was "Planner Week (a spirit week), like Farley Hall."

Three years ago, Planner established a dorm-sponsored scholarship fund for high school students. According to Smith, "The hall presidents a couple of years ago, after talking with Father Michael Smith/Planner Tower Scholarship . . . we give $1,000 each year to an incoming freshman at St. Joseph’s High School. It’s a way that Planner reaches out to the community."

Smith also has supported holding SYR’s at Notre Dame, as an important and necessary social outlet.

"Every year, because of the new alcohol policy . . . Residence Life has to evaluate SYR’s," said Smith, who has been on the committee (along with a few other rectors) which reviews SYR’s with Residence Life.

"Even though we realize that there may be some problems (hosting SYR’s), I feel it’s (the SYR) something that’s needed here. It may not be perfect, but SYR’s, which are held just downstairs. You still follow the (SYR and alcohol) policy, but you don’t have to worry about the 70 percent (required dorm attendance in all-hall SYR’s).

Among the many challenges that Smith has encountered during his nine years in Planner Hall, he feels that the way they are currently held and the number that are held are sufficient to meet the needs of students. "I don’t think that we need more," said Smith.

"Brother Mike Smith

I just think the students need that time."

Smith asserts the importance of having SYR’s at Notre Dame, he feels that the way they are currently held and the number that are held are sufficient to meet the needs of students. "I don’t think that we need more," said Smith.

I don’t think that the numbers have anything to do with it. Again, if you look at the alcohol policy, there are a lot of things you can do within the bounds of the alcohol policy, Smith said. There are other alternatives to all-hall SYR’s, said Smith. "We have, sometimes, within the course of the year, small SYR’s, which are held just downstairs. You still follow the (SYR and alcohol) policy, but you don’t have to worry about the 70 percent (required dorm attendance in all-hall SYR’s).
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Year of Women

is a missed opportunity

Tokenism, defined by Mr. Webster and friends as "the making of small, merely formal concessions to a demand, etc.," is apparently becoming the trademark of the Notre Dame Administration. What? SUPR who? The Year of Women? Try the Year of Small—Really—Formal Concessions—It seems to be appropriate, although a little bit less poetic.

To begin there was the Year of Women. Just one year before Notre Dame celebrated its twentieth anniversary as a co-educational institution, the Year of Women could have been something important and done something substantial for the quality of life that women enjoy at this University.

First, the efforts of the women and men who put in many long and hard hours on the Year of Women committee should be too be belittled, but for all of their hard work there is virtually nothing substantial to show for it. Lectures are fine, but talk is cheap, especially on this campus.

What happened to the issues that women at this university face every single day? If the University is truly committed to maintaining its "more than a community" more should have been done and more could have been done with the Year of Women. There could have been effective efforts at establishing day care centers for faculty members, for example.

The Year of Women was a legacy. There needs to be something that people ten years from now can look upon as a symbol of the University's commitment to improving the quality of life that women enjoy at this University.

What has been left instead is the aftertaste of tokenism. The university appointed high profile forces and expected that to be enough. Eileen Kolman was appointed chairperson of the Year of Women. She also has many other positions throughout the University which demand large amounts of time, such as Dean of the Freshman Year of Studies.

What are the responsibilities those who have positions of authority at this university are overworked and are asked to be on just about every committee that is formed. Women, such as Kolman, have proven themselves to be very competent and deserving of appointments to prestigious positions, but it is time to stop using the same tokenism. The university appointed high profile women, such as Kolman, have proven themselves to be very competent and deserving of appointments to prestigious positions, but it is time to stop using the same tokenism. The university appointed high profile women, such as Kolman, have proven themselves to be very competent and deserving of appointments to prestigious positions, but it is time to stop using the same tokenism.

The Year of Women could have been something important and done something substantial for the quality of life that women enjoy at this University.

It is realistic to expect the University to make the most of the opportunity that the Year of Women provided? If it is then is a sad reflection upon what this University supposedly stands for; if it isn't, then what is the Administration waiting for? Come on, Monk, the time for task forces and committees has past, show the Notre Dame community that you mean something and not just another year should come by the CSC and give your parents' names and addresses so that they can be invited to the anniversary.
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VOLUME IN SHARES: 181.90 Million
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SILVER: 5.15x to $3960.00
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Forecast for noon, Thursday, May 2

Lines show high temperatures.

TODAY AT A GLANCE

NATIONAL

Rock says Bush bypassed Powell

WASHINGTON—President Bush declared the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait "will not stand" without consulting his top military adviser who was urging a diplomatic "containment" strategy, according to an account of The Washington Post. The admiral conciseness Powell, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, "could not understand why the president had laid down this new marker, changing radically the definition of success" without offering Powell a say, said the account based on a new book by Bob Woodward. Woodward is an assistant managing editor of the newspaper who has written best-sellers about the Watergate affair, the Iran-Contra affair and expected that to be enough.

Math professor awarded for teaching

Notre Dame, Ind.—A  math professor of mathematics at the University of Notre Dame, has been awarded the 1991 Shilll/Leonard Teaching Award for the College of Science. The award, instituted in 1983 to recognize outstanding teaching, memorializes Rev. James Shilll, a long-time Notre Dame astronomy and astrophysics professor before his death in 1982. The award was endowed by Dr. Eugene Leonard Jr., a surgeon who graduated from Notre Dame in 1940. Howard, who joined the Notre Dame faculty in 1948, received his bachelor's degree from Rutgers University and his doctorate from Brown University. In 1985 he received from Notre Dame the Madden Award for Excellence in Teaching Freshmen.

OF INTEREST

Interested in Sophomore Literary Festival? If you would like to help with the 1992 Sophomore Literary Festival in any way come to an informational meeting at 5:30 p.m. in the Leary Parlor. If you have questions, please call Betsy Harkins at 283-3140.

A memorial mass will be celebrated for Carlos Petrozzi Saturday, May 4, at 5 p.m. in the Log Chapel. The Petrozzi family invites the participation of friends and classmates.

SENIORS! Career and Placement Services will be set up in the Hesburgh Library Concourse on Tuesday, May 7 and Wednesday, May 8 to collect our "Future Plans/Job Offer..." forms that we set to you earlier this year. The Puerto Rico Volunteer Program has openings. For more information, stop by or call the CSC as soon as possible. There are other opportunities available as well so hurry over!

SENIORS! Anyone who is volunteering next year should come by the CSC and give your parents' names and addresses so that they can be invited to the volunteer send-off ceremony.

ON THIS DAY IN HISTORY

In 1932: Jack Benny's first radio show made its debut in the NBC Blue network.

In 1936: "Peter and the Wolf," a symphonic tale for children by Russian composer Sergei Prokofiev, had its world premiere in Moscow.

In 1945: The Soviet Union announced the fall of Berlin, and the Allies announced the surrender of Nazi troops in Italy and parts of Austria.

One year ago: The government of South Africa and the African National Congress opened their first formal talks aimed at paving the way for more substantive negotiations on dismantling apartheid.
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Jakab combines service project with classwork
By Steve Zavestoski

Members of the Notre Dame community are now being taught to read, write, and speak Spanish through a new program instituted by Notre Dame Spanish Professor Isabel Jakab. Currently, South Dining Hall employees are participating in one-on-one learning sessions offered by volunteers in Jakab's Conversational Spanish class.

"I was planning on having a program combining social work with the students taking this new course. I was thinking of calling it the Hispanic Experience," said Jakab.

It was suggested to Jakab that she carry out her plan, but that it be done on a voluntary basis.

According to Jakab, by participating in the program, "students will receive the benefit of learning and practicing their Spanish while they are helping (others)."

Originally, Jakab approached the supervisor at South Dining Hall to see if a program could be established to teach the Hispanic workers English.

"She was very delighted. Very happy, because they had been trying to get them into learning to read," said Jakab.

According to Jakab, there was some reluctance on the part of the employees to take part in the program, but when they understood that they would be helping the students with their Spanish skills, the employees became more willing to participate.

Presently, volunteer students teach some of the South Dining Hall employees after work on a regular basis. Mary Hogan and Laura Garcia are two Notre Dame students involved in the program.

Jakab sees the program expanding into a community-wide effort. "The South Bend Community School Corporation wants to start a program with us that would provide us with books for the students taking this new course," said Jakab.

According to Jakab, interested students can contact her by leaving a note in her mailbox.

She added that with more involvement, a program teaching English as a second language could be established. According to Jakab, this program would be ideal for the University community.

"Some people do not know how to read Spanish or English. There is a lot that we can do for them," Jakab said.

In the immediate future, Jakab sees a need for more volunteers. "I would like to have volunteers here in the summer," said Jakab who is concerned that the program may stagnate as volunteers leave for the summer.

According to Jakab, interested students can contact her by leaving a message at the Romance Language department, or by leaving a note in her mailbox.

ND senior wins service award
Special to The Observer

Geoffrey Courtney, a University of Notre Dame senior from San Antonio, Texas, has been named a 1991 recipient of a Mary P. Oenslager Scholastic Achievement Award by Recording for the Blind, a national nonprofit service organization. As a special honor, he will receive $1,000 to continue his education.

Courtney, who will receive his bachelor's degree in history and philosophy in May, has been legally blind since 1987, the result of a congenital degenerative eye disease. He plans to become a lawyer who deals primarily with civil law and the philosophy behind it.

Admitted to Notre Dame in the honors program, Courtney spent the first semester of his junior year in the University's London program. He was promoted to student manager of the North Dining Hall during his freshman year and has continued to work in that capacity since that time.

In addition, he has been involved in the Sophomore Literary Festival, campus debates, and directing the Doughnut Club, a baseball alumni and fan network for the Fighting Irish.

Recording for the Blind provides textbooks, library services, and other educational resources to people who cannot read standard print because of a visual, physical or perceptual disability. It operates 31 recording studios across the country to meet the escalating demand for recorded books, especially in mathematics and science.

About 95 percent of the books that are borrowed by students and professionals are registered with RFB and are already available in the master tape library. If a book is not available, however, an individual may request that it be recorded.

All books are recorded by RFB's 41,000 volunteers. Most RFB volunteers are college graduates, and many have advanced degrees or expertise in a specialized field.

Increasingly, RFB needs volunteers with backgrounds in science and mathematics to help meet the demand for books in the natural sciences, computer science, engineering, statistics, and economics.

Almost 25,000 visually disabled people are served each year by RFB, mostly students from upper elementary through post-graduate levels. The annual Scholastic Achievement Awards to outstanding blind college seniors emphasize the educational nature of the organization's service.

For more information about Recording for the Blind, such as to register as a borrower, to volunteer to record, or to contribute financially, call or write: Recording for the Blind, 20 Roszel Road, Princeton N.J. 08540; (609) 453-0606.
Iran threatens to return aid

TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iran's state-run press said Wednesday that Western governments were shipping inferior goods to Kur-
dish refugees that ought to be returned.

Some Islamic revolutionaries said foreign troops helping to distribute aid should be sent home, too.

Ahmad Khomenei, son of the late Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomenei, said in an interview published Wednesday that the arrival of a U.S. military aircraft carrying aid was "obscene."

The younger Khomenei, a mid-ranking clergyman who often speaks for the radical factions, said politicians should oppose any policy other than stolid opposition to the West.

"Certainly, Western culture is bound to come to Iran on the U.S. military planes, and old blankets are the cheapest price for a great war," he was quoted as saying.

Iran new media and officials complained that most of the relief is sent by the United States and other Western countries was of poor quality.

"Some of the food donated by international agencies is for animals," Tehran radio said. Some tins had 1986 expiration dates, it said.

Refugees are annoyed at being sent shoes and clothes fit for polar zones, the radio said.

The Jomhuri Islami daily quoted Iranian Interior Ministry official Ahmad Hosseini as saying all second-hand goods would be returned.

"From now on, we will accept only new goods from the West," he said. Hosseini, who is in charge of a refugee commission.

About 10,000 tons of food and clothing have been sent to Iran to help more than a million Iraqi Kurdish refugees who fled to Iran's borders after Saddam Hussein cracked down on the Kurdish rebellion.

Last Saturday, a U.S. military plane carried donated blankets and pillows landed in Tehran, the first such U.S. flight since the 1979 Islamic Revolution that toppled Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.

Another U.S. relief flight was planned soon, in what is seen as a tiny warning of the frosty relations between the two nations.

Some radicals, who have lost influence under the government of President Hashemi Rafsanjani, oppose any ties with the West. Depuities in the Iranian Parliament described the U.S. aid to Kurdish refugees as "insulting," the Tehran Times reported Wednesday.

The hard-liners also denounced the presence of NATO forces in Iran "under the pretext of assisting the refugees," the radio said. About 200 German troops as well as Belgian and French soldiers are ferrying supplies to the Kurds on the border with Iraq.

One of the pillars of Iran's Islamic Revolution was that it would not be dependent on anyone. Radicals have interpreted that as keeping Iran in constant confrontation with the West.

Rafsanjani has led efforts to improve Tehran's relations with the West and Iran's Gulf neighbors, largely in hopes of getting aid to rebuild the country.

The Iranian government has promised to make a large portion of the aid to the Kurds, distributing it through the Red Crescent and other domestic disaster relief organizations.

But the influx has strained resources in a country that hosts almost 5 million refugees, perhaps the largest refugee population in the world. Most are Afghans displaced by their country's long civil war.

D.C. Officials hope to boost summer seat belt use

WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal highway safety officials on Wednesday announced a sum-
mer-long campaign to encour-
age the enforcement of state seat belt laws and to boost the use of car safety belts to 70 percent nationwide by 1992.

The campaigns by the National Highway Traffic Safety Admin-
istration features broadcast and print-media messages saying that police are cracking down on drivers and passengers who don't buckle up.

A suggested print advertise-
ment shows a police officer ticketing a driver of a car filled with a vacation-bound family.

"Summer Bummer," the cap-
tion reads, adding this advice:

"This summer, seat belt laws are being enforced. So buckle up. Or you might break more than the law. And that would be the biggest bummer of all."

At a news conference, Jerry Ralph Curry, the safety agency's administrator, said that seat belt use has stabilized at about 49 percent and that improvements would save thou-
dands of lives a year.

The agency said lap-shoulder seat belts are 40 percent to 50 percent effective in reducing deaths and 45 percent to 55 percent effective in preventing serious injuries to the occu-
pants of passenger cars.

Thirty-eight states have mandatory seat belt laws but safety agency officials said most are not enforced.

The officials said enforcement and public information campaigns can make a differ-
ence. They said that in Canada where the enforcement campaigns have increased seat belt usage to 90 percent in most provinces.

The agency plans to attempt to persuade states to focus en-
forcement efforts around Memorial Day, Independence Day and Labor Day.

States will also be encour-
eged to conduct surveys to measure changes in safety belt usage.

On another safety point, the agency on Wednesday sent to Congress videotapes showing small cars being shattered in head-on crashes.

The tapes are intended to dramatize the Bush administra-
tion's assertion claim that dramatically increased auto-
mobile fuel efficiency standards will cost thousands of lives be-
because they only can be achieved by producing smaller, allegedly more dangerous cars.

Curry told reporters: "If I can keep Congress from insisting on fuel economy standards that are so extreme they cost lives, I can save 2,000 lives a year."

In one video sequence cars of 4,000 pounds and 2,000 pounds collided head-on at 36 miles per hour. The front end of the smaller car was largely de-
stroyed and the test dummy in the driver's seat is surrounded with jagged shards of torn metal. The large car and its dummy suffered far less dam-
age.
Notre Dame valedictorian announced

Special to The Observer

Robert Buynak, a biological science major from North Canton, Ohio has been named valedictorian of the 1991 graduating class. He will deliver the valedictory address at the May 19 commencement exercises.

The other highest ranking graduates from the four colleges are:

• In the College of Science, Laura Eizember, a chemistry major from Greenwood, IN; and Paul Meyer, a preprofessional studies major from Pine Island, Minn.

• In the College of Arts and Letters, Julie Ryan, a theology major from Omaha, Neb; Maria Bloomberg, a program of liberal studies major from Dubuque, Iowa; and Michael Bailey, a government and Japanese major from Minneapols, Minn. will be honored.

• In the College of Business Administration, Mary Bernard of Troy, Mich.; Jonathan Paluga of Lake Forest, Ill.; and Christopher Anderson of Youngstown, Ohio will receive honors. They are all accounting majors.

• In the College of Engineering highest honors will be received by: Patrick Fay of Arcadia, Ohio; Keith Harbor of Columbia City, Ind.; and Dennis Ciplickas of Norridge, Calif. Fay, Harbor and Ciplickas are electrical engineering majors.

NEW PHILOSOPHY COURSES FOR FALL 1991

238 01 Philosophy and Literature, 8:00 MWF, call #3415
238 02 Philosophy and Literature, 12:15 MWF, call #3416
244 02 Philosophy of Law, 12:15 MWF, call #3421
244 03 Philosophy of Law, 2:20 MWF, call #3422

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Discovery's astronauts guided the shuttle through a series of fancy flips and twists high above Earth on Wednesday in a critical "Star Wars" experiment delayed by an errant satellite.

"It's quite a light show," astronaut Richard Heid said.

The scientific satellite was improperly positioned shortly after being released from the shuttle earlier in the day. NASA delayed its first observation of shuttle engine exhaust plumes until the satellite could be aligned properly.

The acrobatics began early Wednesday evening, nine hours late, as the satellite orbited 6.2 miles ahead of Discovery.

Commander Michael Coats fired Discovery's right maneuvering engine, shaking the ship with a roar and sending out a long exhaust plume. His six-member crew, working via remote control, captured the sight with the satellite's infrared sensors and television cameras.

The firing pushed Discovery almost a mile out of its orbital plane. Coats then ignited the steering jets, causing the shuttle's nose to flip 180 degrees from north to south. Another engine firing, also scrutinized by the satellite, then served as a brake.

After another cartwheel, Discovery was back behind the satellite, whizzing around the world once again at 17,200 mph.

The entire sequence took 27 minutes.

"It looked spectacular on the TV," Coats said.

"Well that's good news," said Mission Control's Kathy Thornton.

The astronauts turned on a pair of protect satellite's instruments from the sun. Suddenly, without notice, the spacecraft's position six miles ahead of Discovery changed drastically, apparently because the sensor detected a bright object, Castle said.

Twice commands were sent to the satellite to correct its alignment, and twice the 4,200-pound spacecraft moved the wrong way. A third attempt was successful. NASA blamed one error on ground operations and said it was mystified by the other.

"We're really not sure what happened when we computed it" the second time, Castle said.

Mission Control delayed the first plume observation by one orbit, or 90 minutes, then by about nine hours after it became apparent the problem would not be resolved quickly. Three of the seven astronauts already were past their bedtime and needed to get some sleep.

Twice commands were sent to the satellite to correct its alignment, and twice the 4,200-pound spacecraft moved the wrong way. A third attempt was successful. NASA blamed one error on ground operations and said it was mystified by the other.

"We're really not sure what happened when we computed it" the second time, Castle said.

Mission Control delayed the first plume observation by one orbit, or 90 minutes, then by about nine hours after it became apparent the problem would not be resolved quickly. Three of the seven astronauts already were past their bedtime and needed to get some sleep.

The astronauts are splitting 12-hour work shifts in an attempt to gather as much "Star Wars" information as possible during their eight-day mission.
Gorbachev faces criticism on May Day

MOSCOW (AP) — Police and troops barred all but invited guests from the city center during May Day ceremonies on Red Square, but that did not save President Mikhail Gor­bachev from stinging criticism.

Some of the carefully screened guests Wednesday carried photographs of dictator Josef Stalin, and others bore anti-Semitic placards — items that for many years would not have been seen at a May Day celebration.

Speaking from Gorbachev's side atop the Lenin mausoleum, the head of the official trade union demanded that leaders "be held responsible" for the disastrous state of the country.

Gorbachev looked somber, in keeping with the mood of the crowd. He waved at protesters and left.

The customary huge portrait of Soviet founder Vladimir Lenin was missing from Red Square, replaced by rainbow­colored billboards extolling "Peace and Happiness" and "Success in Labor."

A year ago, tens of thousands of citizens humiliated Gor­bachev and other Soviet leaders atop the mausoleum when they streamed into Red Square at the end of the official parade shouting "Resign! Resign!"

Turnout this year for the May Day celebrations was the lowest in decades, with only 50,000 people using official passes allowed into Red Square. For the first time the rally was organized by trade unions rather than the Communist Party and the government.

Elsewhere, events marking the international workers' holi­day included:

—Former Polish leader Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski joined former Prime Minister Mieczyslaw Rakowski and gov­ernment spokesman Jerzy Ur­ban to lay flowers at the statue of Nike, the Greek goddess of victory, outside the Warsaw Opera House. It was a rare public appearance for the three men.

—In Paris, Jean-Marie Le Pen, the leader of France's extreme right, led thousands of supporters on a march through the capital to the dismay of the left, which claims May Day as its own. Traditional marches were held by trade unionists and Communists elsewhere in Paris and across France.

—Scattered violence marred the first May Day celebrations in six decades in a united Ger­many. At least 130 arrests were reported in eastern Berlin.

—About 15,000 marchers at a rally in Nazareth, Israel, called for separate Jewish and Palestinian states. Arab marchers chanted "put as much money as you want into the settlements, the Palestinian state is still going to emerge."

—Russian leader Boris Yeltsin, Gorbachev's chief rival, was in­vited to the Red Square festivi­ties but he was 1,900 miles away in Novokuznetsk, Siberia. There, he addressed a May Day rally and negotiated with strik­ing coal miners.

—Speakers at the May Day rally in Moscow pinned responsibility for the country's problems on Soviet leadership.

"We are seriously talking about hunger" at a time when there is no war, disease or dis­aster to account for it, said Vladimir Shcherbakov, head of the Federation of Trade Unions. Those in power "must be held responsible for it," he said.

While heavy security pre­vented democratic reformers from entering Red Square sev­eral hundred hard-liners bear­ing pictures of Stalin and anti­Semitic slogans were allowed in. "Stalinism is the only way to fight for the happiness of every­one, for communism and socialism," said one man, who declined to be identified.

"No establishment of diplo­matic relations with racist, fasc­ist Israel," said one placard. "Privatization leads the people to poverty and the country to failure," said another.

About 1,000 anti-Semites also demonstrated in Leningrad, proclaiming allegiance to the newly formed Republican Party of Russia, and carrying black, yellow and white czarist ban­ners.

-Official speakers in the Soviet capital sharply criticized Gor­bachev's leadership.

"Comrade Gorbachev! ... You ought to be ashamed to have the post of general secretary of the Communist Party of the So­viet Union!" shouted Viktor Ampilov of the United Front of Workers.

And Moscow trade union leader Mikhail Shmakov de­nounced "unbridled price rises and thoughtless managerial decisions."

Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev and chairman of Soviet trade union Vladimir Shcherbakov wave to the crowds during the May Day parade Wednesday. Recent criticisms of Gorbachev continued at the festivities. The Observer Thursday, May 2, 1991
Governor blasts college prayer ban

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — Keene State College's ban on prayer at graduation and other college functions is an affront to taxpayers who help pay for the school, New Hampshire's governor said Wednesday.

Speaking at a meeting of the state's Executive Council, Gov. Judd Gregg said that if college President Judith Sturnicz approved the ban imposed last fall, she should be fired.

"I think there's a fundamental flaw in the leadership of that college. ... Were I able to muster a majority of (University System) trustees, I would move for immediate (Sturnicz's) removal," said Gregg, who's a trustee.

School spokesman Ronald Paradis said Sturnicz would not comment.

The five-member Executive Council unanimously approved a resolution condemning Keene State's prayer ban.

Gregg said the ban "basically kicks dirt in the face of taxpayers by saying there is no God."

Keene State approved the rule last fall after complaints from part-time teacher Arpad Toth, a member of the state chapter of American Atheists. Toth argued that tax money shouldn't be used for religious purposes.

"We intend to continue to monitor all activities of Keene State College to ensure that public tax monies are spent for education and not for indoctrination into religious faiths either directly or indirectly," Toth said.

The rule eliminates the invocation and benediction from graduation exercises scheduled for May 11. The ban also applies to other official college functions.

Other state colleges haven't banned religious ceremonies. They are waiting for the U.S. Supreme Court to rule on a case that involves the right of a public school in Providence, R.I., to include prayer in graduation ceremonies, said Ronald Rodgers, a University System lawyer.

Mob pleads guilty to racketeering charges

HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) — A reputed ranking member of the Patriarca crime family pleaded guilty Wednesday to federal racketeering charges for helping run gambling and loan sharking in three states.

Matthew Gugliemetti Jr. admitted traveling in Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island with members of the crime family to promote both activities.

Federal authorities described Gugliemetti of Cranston, R.I., as a captain in the organization.

In a plea agreement read in court, Gugliemetti admitted being a member of a criminal enterprise but denied being a member of the Patriarca crime family, New England's most powerful crime family.

He pleaded guilty to conspiring to violate the federal racketeering statute. Sentencing was set for July 8. He remains free on bond.

Gugliemetti is one of nine reputed members or associates of the Providence-based Patriarca family who went on trial Tuesday in U.S. District Court. Testimony in the case continued.

As part of the plea agreement, the government said it will not call Gugliemetti to testify against the other defendants.

Twenty-one reputed members and associates of the Patriarca family from Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island were indicted in March 1990 in what authorities called the biggest crackdown ever on organized crime in New England.

After the Hartford trial, seven other defendants arrested in the crackdown will be tried in Boston, including Raymond "Junior" Patriarca, reputed boss of the crime family.

The government accused Gugliemetti of traveling between Rhode Island and Connecticut in August and December 1989 to attend meetings on a realignment of leadership in the Patriarca family and on the division of profits from gambling and loan sharking.

Man kills his family

RHINECLIFF, N.Y. (AP) — A 29-year-old man fatally shot his estranged wife and their two children in the head before killing himself, state police said Wednesday.

The bodies of William Allen Wolberg, of Rhinecliff, Dawn Wolberg, 26, of Hyde Park, and their children, John, 7, and Kayla, 3, were found Wednesday morning by Conrail workers at a freight yard, said Capt. William DeBlock.

The couple had been having marital problems and were living apart, though they were not legally separated, DeBlock said.

The children lived with their mother.

Wolberg used a 16-gauge shotgun to kill his family and himself, DeBlock said. The positioning of the bodies did not indicate that anyone was running from Wolberg, said DeBlock, who would not say if there had been a struggle.

The shootings occurred late Tuesday, DeBlock said. Autopsies were being conducted Wednesday.

It appeared the family had gone fishing near the railroad tracks at a small river bay that is a popular fishing spot, DeBlock told reporters.

The isolated area where the bodies were found is about 100 yards from the Hudson River and about a half-mile from a train station.

Wolberg was described as a blue-collar worker, but police would not say where he was employed.

Rhinecliff is hamlet of about 650 residents, 90 miles north of New York City on the eastern bank of the Hudson.

What a view

New York's Empire State Building, seen in this June, 1990 photo, turns 60 on Wednesday with a party complete with an Empire State-shaped birthday cake and Fay Wray, who helped immortalize the building in 1933 movie "King Kong."

HAPPY 21st ON THE 22nd T2!
GOOD LUCK TO ALL “FIGHTING IRISH” TAKING THE CPA EXAM!

The University of Notre Dame continues to be a major source of staff for Price Waterhouse.

We are proud to welcome the following 1991 graduates to our firm.

**BOSTON**
John McGlinn

**HARTFORD**
Richard Lagasse

**NEW YORK**
Stephen Kraljic
Robert Marsten
Dennis McVeigh
John Schoen
Julie Yoon

**CHICAGO**
David Braun
Bob Dahlke
Mike Locascio
Judy Spengeman

**LOS ANGELES**
John Ashby

**ORLANDO**
Pat Sheil

**CLEVELAND**
Darryl Wodecki

**MINNEAPOLIS**
Craig Kleis

**PHILADELPHIA**
Calvin Allen

**DALLAS**
Scott Langilnais

**MORRISTOWN**
Deborah Goodrich

**ST. LOUIS**
Paula Herdick

**WASHINGTON, D.C.**
Tom O’Rourke

New York (AP) — Major banks Wednesday cut their prime lending rates by half a point, to a three-year low of 8.5 percent, a day after the Federal Reserve trimmed two key interest rates to help pull the nation out of recession.

Economists said the lower rates should help revive the sagging economy, but warned that cheaper credit alone wasn’t enough to turn the economy around.

It was the third cut this year in the prime, which is used to calculate a variety of consumer and business loans and reflects a bank’s cost of borrowing money.

The prime stood at 10 percent in January. It was lowered by half a point to 9.5 percent on Jan. 2, then another half point to 9 percent on Feb. 1.

President Bush quickly praised the banks’ action. “That’s going to be very good for the economy.” He predicted the recession would be over fairly soon.”

Michael Roskin, chairman of the president’s Council of Economic Advisers, also welcomed the reduction, agreeing that the economy was “about to turn around.”

The cut followed an announcement by the Fed on Tuesday that it was lowering the discount rate one-half point to 5.5 percent — the lowest rate in 15 years. The discount rate is the interest the central bank charges on loans to member banks.

Also Tuesday, the Fed lowered the federal funds rate to 5.75 percent from 6 percent by injecting money into the banking system. The fed fund rate is the interest banks charge each other for overnight loans.
Dear Editor:

I am writing in response to the barrage of anti-SUFR letters which appeared the April 23 edition of The Observer. Never have I found the ignorance of this campus more staggering. Now, of course, everyone makes an effort to understand SUFR's position, but I believe that a great many people construe this effort to mean the group for causing minor unrest on this intangible, apathetic campus. I have no tears in my eyes for anyone who was inconvenienced by SUFR's sit-in at the Registrar's office. I believe its demands to be legitimate, and I believe that the media constantly calls for more action, and SUFR's demands should not continue to be perpetuated unless the media constantly calls attention to it.

Mr. Heaven also states that Mr. Heaven's letter does. Mr. Heaven requests that all Americans - ignore our minute differences and accept all people simply as human beings. To let all start acting as a single race, the human race. Again, I question Mr. Heaven's logic. We cannot all "start acting as a single race" until we are all treated fairly, until we have all equal opportunities, until reparations have been made to people who have been oppressed throughout the years, until the majority becomes sensitive to the ways of the minorities.

In short, the racial harmony that Mr. Heaven envisions will not come until the minorities are shown the respect that they are due and have been due throughout this nation's history. It is said that racism exists in America today. But it is far more tragic when people want to ignore it or do not recognize it for what it is. The demands of SUFR are an attempt open people's eyes and attain fairness and respect. And if SUFR makes noise and annoy people while trying to achieve this goal, the more power to them.

Patrick Cummings
Flanner Hall
April 23, 1991

Editor's note:

A lot of people have had a lot to say. Unfortunately, we don't have enough room for everyone to be able to say it. The Viewpoint department has recently received a phenomenal amount of mail on everything from hunger strikers to breast feeders. And regrettably, your concerns have outweighed our spaces. Hopefully we can pick up where we left off next semester. Thanks for writing.

Joe Moody
Viewpoint Editor

Forum helps dispell SUFR rumors

Dear Editor:

We would like to take this opportunity to thank the members of SUFR who spoke at the Lyons Hall Open Forum on April 25. These forums have been held recently in dorms across the campus, with the intent of increasing awareness and understanding of the group's views and needs.

Through this open dialogue, many confusions, misconceptions and preconceptions about the group and its methods were dispelled. We see SUFR's primary premise to be that because the University has opened and publicly committed itself to cultural diversity, it must act on this commitment in tangible, visible ways. Re- cruiting more minority students is not enough. Rather, the environment on campus must be one that embraces aspects of various cultures, not solely the white middle-class/middle-class way of life. An ambiguous, skimsy, discriminatory harassment policy, six percent minority faculty and an African-American Studies program that offers too few classes in spite of high demand for them are just a few examples of the woefully insufficient response to minority needs on this campus.

As we understand it, SUFR does not display separatist tendencies, something of which the majority of us are assured. The multi-cultural center they promote, which seems to be the biggest point of contention, is not a future "Black LaFortune" or "Hispanic LaFortune." It would be a place where students of varying backgrounds could acknowledge their heritage on a regular, permanent basis, not just on a designated day in the dining hall or library lobby. The center would encourage and be open to all students who may want to get a glimpse of a culture other than their own.

Ultimately, we would like to reiterate the fact that we welcomed and appreciated the chance to talk with SUFR members on a personal level. We perceive this to be the best way to learn from the student body precisely what it is that SUFR seeks, rather than have students rely on erroneous rumors picked up around campus.

If you fear a separatist movement, then take positive steps to avoid SUFR becoming one through sheer apathy and neglect from other students. Rather than relying on ignorant or distorted information, seek out SUFR members and inquire about the facts.

Kristin Kommars
Katelyn Charens
Sinane Goulet
April 25, 1991
On Wednesday, April 11, Stu­dents United for Racial Reform staged a sit-in blocking access to the Registrar’s Office in the Administration Building. In the following days, several stories appeared in The Observer, including an account of the event. On April 17, several students and faculty members gave a few observations based on their experiences and past interactions with SUFR, quoting extensively from the April 18 and April 19 issues of The Observer. My observations will show that SUFR is a non-entity and that the misperception of “cultural diversity” is inherently separating people.

Michael A. Allen
Guest Columnist

Discriminatory issues are handled, as well as concrete fines and punishment for offenders which discriminatory harassment policy which vari­ous University council could have promulgate or the case place on private, University property.

SUFR apparently cared so much about securing these rights that they failed to apply for permission to demonstrate. The results of the sit-in even though the “sit-in had been in the planning stages for some time,” and they had every opportunity to go through University channels (which they maintain they always do).

At this point, I would like to take a look at the “discriminatory harassment” policy recently passed by the Academic Council. It speaks to the question of the students’ concerns about the lack of a definition for harassment, a central department in which to process concerns.

Michael A. Allen
Guest Columnist

SUFR’s appeal over the rights of the State of Michigan for the University to respond to the issues of racial discrimination is not likely to succeed. SUFR has apparently cared so little for the University’s right to manage its internal affairs.

SUFR has a cultural diversity policy that will not stand in line with the University’s right to govern itself. SUFR has not been able to help the University make the right decisions or the right policies. SUFR’s “demands” for respect and fairness fall on deaf ears. Seeing its tactics not working, SUFR decided to do something visible that would get attention and respect. The writing slogans on Notre Dame’s sidewalks, this, of course, got attention, but not respect. The reaction in the April Fool Observer was shared by the student body. Evidently, SUFR was acting like a petulant child who believes that its actions will mold the behavior of its or her parents won’t give in.

SUFR then decided to stage a sit-in. In the words of Prof. John Kennedy, who apparently was close to SUFR, says that the group was trying to say “Please make it clear that we are (welcome). Please take us seriously.” Unfortunately, this SUFR further antagonized the University by refusing to apply for official recognition before engaging in negotiations. SUFR wanted Notre Dame to meet its “demands” for respect and fairness fall on deaf ears.

SUFR’s “demands” for respect and fairness fall on deaf ears. Seeing its tactics not working, SUFR decided to do something visible that would get attention and respect. The writing slogans on Notre Dame’s sidewalks, this, of course, got attention, but not respect. The reaction in the April Fool Observer was shared by the student body. Evidently, SUFR was acting like a petulant child who believes that its actions will mold the behavior of its or her parents won’t give in.

SUFR then decided to stage a sit-in. In the words of Prof. John Kennedy, who apparently was close to SUFR, says that the group was trying to say “Please make it clear that we are (welcome). Please take us seriously.” Unfortunately, this SUFR further antagonized the University by refusing to apply for official recognition before engaging in negotiations. SUFR wanted Notre Dame to meet its “demands” for respect and fairness fall on deaf ears.
Dear Editor:

This letter is in response to several others in the April 23 Observer. If one part of the body suffers, then the entire body suffers. Some people hate SUFR, some sympathize with its actions, and some find SUFR’s militant tactics. Others wholeheartedly support both its purpose and methods. But whatever group any member of the student body encounters himself, he must remember that as a part of the ND family, we are a single body. Perhaps you are an ethnic minority who has never experienced prejudice while under the Dome, or a white majority who feels wrongly accused of ignorance concerning other cultures. You may feel that there is no need for SUFR and that it has only served to raise issue of nonexistent problems. While SUFR’s very existence seems obvious to students, you have felt uncomfortable, unwelcome, or unrepresented in whatever way, for whatever reason. Some have felt ignored or bypassed by the Administration and have been misunderstood by the student body. This frustration has surfaced in actions that certain ND students have used to pass judgement over SUFR as being unreasonable, demanding, and unreasonable organization whose concerns are self-servicing and egocentric. There is no proof of discontent with SUFR or its actions, but there exists a problem in the structure of the University. It is easy to dismiss the concerns SUFR has raised if you consider yourself removed from them. But, because we are members of the body, it is obvious that at least a few students from the thousands who have expressed a need for racial issues to be handled, we will all be open and receptive, ready to offer our support, advice, or even opposition to help find some permanent and permanent solution to this extremely serious problem.

As for SUFR’s efforts to “politicize the campus,” that polarization (surprising!) already exists. Take a trip to the dining hall or LaFortune during any meal time and you will see that there is no lack of any particular group, but it does show that something needs to be done. Perhaps ill will between the races did not exist here before (incidentally, I don’t think it exists now), but there is something going away that must be dealt with.

In addition, I agree that “few things are more frustrating than being frightened, than a group of people who are absolutely certain that they are right, are wrong, and the rest of society must conform to their viewpoint.” (Lois) I strongly agree with this mounting frustration that has brought the rest of society together to form a group called SUFR on the Notre Dame campus.

By heightening cultural diversity at Notre Dame, the context of an individual’s character is also heightened and made more whole, just as heightening sexual, ideological, and national diversity does the same. No singular category of growth predominates, and SUFR has never claimed their concerns to do so. However, SUFR will continue to stress these concerns as long as they go unanswered and until a solution is realized.

Andrea Gutierrez
Lyons Hall
April 22, 1991

Homemakers receive little recognition

Dear Editor:

Last Spring I read with interest the first news releases regarding plans for the Year of Women at Notre Dame. There was much reference to the contributions of women. Yet it seemed to me an obvious omission of issues related to women’s work. The same women who had been active in the creative, exciting, joyful, sometimes frustrating activities of mothers cutting and always underpaid work done primarily by women who choose to work outside the home and supported by a salaried workforce to devote most of their energies to their children.

I made a little noise about this and was assigned to one of the Women’s subcommittees. My intentions in serving on this subcommittee were twofold: first, to provide a recognition of homemaking and child-rearing as respectable labor and second, to represent in some small measure an often forgotten option in the public discussion of family life. It is easy to forget how much families are usually out of fashion idea of one parent staying home as primary caretaker of their own children.

Homemaking is traditional women’s work which receives very little recognition. Perhaps this is because it is so necessary to the continued existence of society; homemaking is not so much about dusting and vacuuming as it is about creating a loving and hospitable home. Housekeeping chores should be shared to some degree by all members of the household regardless of gender, age, or career status. The load should shift among family members according to the various phases of life each is experiencing. Homemaking is likewise best accomplished by everyone in the home—male and female, young and old—working together. Be assured, it does take work to create the precious commodity of a happy home.

Parenting is, of course, a tremendously important shared responsibility. It is a difficult job for which nothing can fully prepare either father or mother. There are probably many right ways of going about it. I would never want to criticize another parent’s decision in this very private matter. However, I do want to public debate over child care to give greater recognition and respect to the idea of a parent remaining home to perform the primary tasks of child-rearing. (Yes, even parents who have been in the work force are welcome to earn lots of money in the work force for their children, and who may even possibly have an opportunity of making a greater contribution to society in their work than that of child care.)

I have friends both male and female who have opted to take full-time jobs that require them to work long days as full-time parents. We feel that some things in the lives of our children are not very important. I do not believe that anyone’s cultural heritage means nothing or that by appreciating both mine and that of others, I am neglecting to view ourselves as people. Furthermore, if minorities and the media had never made an issue of prejudices, discrimination, and racism, we would still find ourselves in the days of segregation or even slavery. Silence perpetuates injustice. “A closed mouth gathers no feet.”

As for SUFR’s efforts to “politicize the campus,” these are very likely to belong to some other world, but time moves quickly after graduation, and five or ten years from now most of you will probably be struggling with decisions of how to best organize your family life. Please don’t let it be something that is extremely important and honestly a great deal of fun to do with your little ones.

As undergraduates, these issues very likely seem to belong to some other world, but time moves quickly after graduation, and five or ten years from now most of you will probably be struggling with decisions of how to best organize your family life. Please don’t let it be something that is extremely important and honestly a great deal of fun to do with your little ones.

Andrea Gutierrez
April 22, 1991

Professor should clarify his position

Dear Editor:

Law School professor Douglas Kmiec’s letter (The Observer, April 22) calls attention to his inability to bring an issue dear to his heart, lack of participation in the Faculty Senate. A Presidential Fellow in the Reagan White House and former Meese Justice Department, Kmiec needs no political advice. Nevertheless, it’s possible he could widen his constituency by clarifying the roots and the implications of his position.

Kmiec recommends an ND subsidy for one paycheck fac­ulty and staff families if one parent stays home to care for young children. Does he also support decent day care for two paycheck faculty/staff families?

Marty Mosby Kenahan
Class of 1981
April 29, 1991

Parental leave policy for one or both parents? Are his recommend­ations purely for local consumption or could he be coun­ted on to support subsidies for full-time parents? Do his recom­mendations about the need for full-time parents, and the care and parental leave at the level of local, state, or federal government? If he knows how does he recommend or support, by his acknowledged govern­ment, for one parent families?

The price of leadership is personal, and the price of credibility is a cogent and com­prehensive position. What’s professor Kmiec’s?
"The Notre Dame family."
Throughout their years at Notre Dame, and even after graduation, students hear this phrase. The University espouses the idea that everyone here is part of a larger family and many students agree. Michael Vore and Michael W. Miller, however, is it different. For them, the "Notre Dame Family" is a distant dream. They are, at best, stepchildren in this larger family. This can be attributed to one fact: Both Miller and Vore are gay.

Miller and Vore, along with a lesbian student, recently tried to seek recognition from the University, Rocca says, citing a "mission of support, education and fellowship." As co-chairs of the group, Miller and Vore often find themselves at odds with the administration and with members of the community in general.

The atmosphere at Notre Dame is different from the outside world, says Vore. Unlike other places in society that have grown to accept homosexuality, Notre Dame still has an aura of hostile feelings and denials, he says.

"I've lived in the real world—I've lived in other cities, and when you come back here, you get a sense that the air is different here. I can't be comfortable if I'm dating someone. I can't be too loud or too affectionate or too public with my feelings for them because you get the sense that there's something that's not going to work here," explains 20-year-old Vore.

Members of the Administration will readily admit that those of a homosexual orientation are not seen here. Or anywhere else.

"The Church says that anyone that of that orientation is not to be condemned at all," says Father Peter Rocca, assistant vice president for Student Services. However, the University is wary of recognizing the group for fear that it would imply approval of a homosexual lifestyle, among other reasons, he says.

Thus, the group's existence becomes an issue of formal recognition by the University, something the University says it just can't bestow upon the group.

To obtain formal recognition, a club must present a constitution, a financial report summarizing yearly activities and a yearly report of the club's activities, according to duLac.

"There is nothing in our charter that says anything about homosexual acts or says anything to challenge church doctrine," Miller says, citing the group's mission of "support, education and fellowship."

"They [the Administration] have never asked nor have seen any of our documents— our charter, our statement of mission or our constitution, all of which are in line with Church doctrine," Miller says.

While regarding the group as a key sticking point, no one sees the group applying for recognition any time soon.

"Recognition is not important to us as an organization right now. We couldn't care less. We can do what we want, where we want, and when we want," Miller says.

"If we were to go through the recognition process, we could meet the criteria that exists in duLac, but we're not going to do it because we've gotten indications from the administration that they're not going to recognize us anywhere," adds Vore.

"In terms of whether they should be recognized as a group, the University has taken a position, for a whole host of reasons, that recognition would not be in keeping with the mission of the University," Rocca says.

Because of the group's unrecognized status, ads that GLND/SMC placed in The Observer over the past year have led to direct conflict with administrators.

In these ads, the group used their name and a logo that included a representation of the "Golden Dome." In addition, the ads also announced the dates and times of the group's general meetings.

Because of these ads GLND/SMC has "run into the difficulties of giving the impression of being recognized," Rocca says.

This implied recognition led the administration to crack down on the use of the words "Notre Dame" and the symbol of the "Golden Dome" in the ads.

According to duLac, use of licensed trademarks such as "Golden Dome," "Notre Dame," and "Fighting Irish" must have the approval of the Administration.

In order to enforce this rule, Rocca and Sister Jean Lenz, assistant vice president for Student Affairs, sent memorandums to members of the group. Rocca counters that the University did not address the issue of advertising.

Efforts were made by the University to discuss the issue before we met with [Cocks]," he says. "They [the ads] give the impression that they have a regular, general meetings' and if I were an outside person reading that paper...I would think that this is a recognized group that meets regularly on campus and hence is recognized," Rocca says.

The University's attitude toward the group troubled Cocks, she says.

"Throughout the meeting, they really didn't treat them [GLND/SMC] like people," she says. "I never got the sense that we were talking about real people.

Another group that ran into trouble over official recognition is Students United for Respect (SURF), a group that has caused a great deal of controversy in its struggle for ethnic consciousness.

Several weeks ago, before SURF agreed to a research agreement with the University, Rocca said recognizing SURF and recognizing GLND/SMC were two different issues.

"SURF could easily be an approved university organization," he said. "That is not the case with Gays and Lesbians...Because what we're talking about is the right to participate in moral teaching and the mission of the University. None of that is involved with SURF," he added.

"It says something implicit, no matter how much you want to do it, if you were to say that a Catholic university recognizes a gay/lesbian group. I think that the average person on the street would infer that that thing must be okay to be gay and lesbian and to act out that lifestyle," Rocca says.

"That would certainly be incompatible with the mission of the University," he adds.

The Administration's differing attitudes toward SURF and GLND/SMC are indicative of the attitude of society in general, Miller says.

"It's okay for people to support SURF because they're fighting racism and that's a very civic thing to do. Fighting against homophobia isn't," he says.

To Vore, the University's position is indicative of its attitude toward sex in general.

"Everybody recognizes and understands that racism is wrong, most people don't make that equation with sexuality, especially at a place like this where sexuality is such a closed subject in general," says Vore.

"Whether it's gay or non-gay, people just don't talk about sexuality here," he adds.

"Students at Notre Dame are having sex. This is the time to be talking about it. This is the place. The University is terrifed of sex. It's an institutional thing and a Catholic thing," Vore says.

The University refuses to recognize GLND/SMC just amplifies the homophobia that exists on campus, Vore adds.

"There is such a misunderstanding of homosexuality on the administrative level. Part of it is homophobia in general. They have an idea that gay people are just a bunch of questions," says Vore. "They don't challenge or question the name or on their logo because other groups aren't the gay group."

The University's refusal to recognize GLND/SMC just amplifies the homophobia that exists on campus, Vore adds.

"The worst thing about homophobia is that it tries to force gays into living gay through the night—or in small, dark places where it can't come out. They are forced to hide from the day light and the acceptance that comes along with it appear to be a long way off."

"Throughout the meeting, they really couldn't care less. We can do what we want, where we want, and when we want," says Vore. "I want to live my life in the daylight. I want to talk about it in the daylight."

But for Vore, Miller and the rest of the homosexuals on campus, that daydream and the acceptance that comes along with it appear to be a long way off.
D’Souza plays role.

By JOHN O’BRIEN

Accent Editor

Even though Dinesh D’Souza’s Tuesday lecture brought divided responses from those attending, his reception was warmer than some he has received.

“One or twice I’ve been heckled, but it’s usually from faculty members,” jokes the 30-year-old author of “Liberals Love You!”

“I hope to take the issues I’ve been discussing off the campuses and into law schools.”

D’Souza’s campus to deliver a lecture entitled “The Politics of Race and Sex on Campus,” is no surprise to many Notre Dame students.

Since the release of his book early this month, Notre Dame has attracted considerable attention from national figures, such as William Bennett and author Tom Wolfe, but also has attracted his share of critics.

His books, “Liberals Love You!” and “Illegitimate Education: The Politics of Race and Sex on Campus,” have been discussed in the media.

The book, “Liberals Love You!” explores the idea that student activists who are tasked with the responsibility of providing representation for low-income individuals who could not otherwise afford legal help.

The南通, Indiana, office of Legal Services focuses on civil rights issues, such as consumer law, public benefits, guardianship and divorce. The Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s volunteers serve first semesters.

“Once or twice I’ve been shocked by the particularly young people who really need the services.”

D’Souza has been speaking on campuses, presenting issues of multiculturalism and affirmative action.

“I am not a defender of multiculturalism or affirmative action, but I am a critic of the way these issues have been dealt with.”

D’Souza’s roots on the conservative side of the political spectrum.

“D’Souza is a vocal critic of multiculturalism and affirmative action, stating that these policies are ‘balkanized, race-conscious’ and that universities are accepting minority students based on their race, not on their merit.”

The South Bend office is one of two in Northern Indiana. Together, it and the Lafayette office serve over 15,000 clients in 24 counties of Northern Indiana.

“Just aren’t enough people interested in becoming attorneys, but those who are interested need to have the necessary qualifications.”

D’Souza also states that the biggest reward in working for Legal Services is the feeling of helping others.

“D’Souza now edits the journal Pro Bono.”


“I hope to take the issues I’ve been discussing off the campuses and into law schools. I’m not a defender of multiculturalism or affirmative action.”

D’Souza, a volunteer with Legal Services, describes the experience as a “trying job.”

“D’Souza plans to write a book on affirmative action.”

D’Souza also states that the biggest reward in working for Legal Services is the feeling of helping others. Additionally, he mentions that the program is expanding its services through donations, the program is funded solely by private grants.

“I am not a defender of multiculturalism or affirmative action, but I am a critic of the way these issues have been dealt with.”

D’Souza’s book, “Liberals Love You!,” explores the idea that student activists who are tasked with the responsibility of providing representation for low-income individuals who could not otherwise afford legal help. He argues that the current system is not working and that there is a need for a new approach to legal representation.


“I am not a defender of multiculturalism or affirmative action, but I am a critic of the way these issues have been dealt with.”

D’Souza’s roots on the conservative side of the political spectrum. He is a vocal critic of multiculturalism and affirmative action, stating that these policies are ‘balkanized, race-conscious’ and that universities are accepting minority students based on their race, not on their merit.

D’Souza also states that the biggest reward in working for Legal Services is the feeling of helping others. Additionally, he mentions that the program is expanding its services through donations, the program is funded solely by private grants.
Free. Both skilled & unskilled. For Mike S.

A BLUE BACKPACK AT THE TUES. 4-30 AT 12:00. IF FOUND
LOST: GLASSES — dark blue case. Were found on path around
glasses in a Ray-Ban sunglasses
keys on it. One says room.
LOST 4/29: 3.5” floppy disk
LOST: Royal blue BACK PACK
Lost and Found
pick-up.
5-9 6:00-8:00
The prices will be the same
I lost my keys somewhere on
I need 2 or 3 gradient tickets. Please
Call Jon at x1177.

CREEK, AVAILABLE FOR
232-3616
Close To Campus
House for Rent
BDRMS. $700. 282-1014.
safe. $250/mo. Call 288-1467
91-92 Yr. Shared Living areas.
AIR, PHONE, MICROWAVE,
FURN>
4395.
MUST SELL LOFT. Great condition,
UTILITIES PAID, 5 MIN. N.
located to public transp and
N.D. alumnae family for the most
MOVING TO CHICAGO? Call our
2879624
BED 'N BREAKFAST REGISTRY
For Sale: 82 VW Rabbit
FOR SALE:
Must sell Jeff @ 1786
B/O call Liz 271-1893
1 Sofa
1 small Refrigerator
ND. LET'S EXPLORE
1987

RED, BLUE, OR GREEN! ALL 3
DOUBLE BED FOR SALE-VERY
MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

HELP ME OUT!!
We're being put in jail for touching
excellent buy, call Pat
from 200 yards

FURNISHED ROOM, KITCHEN,
EXTENSION P-238214
END, AND CAN TAKE A PASSEN­

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

CREEK, AVAILABLE FOR
239-6714
office and pick up you check for $25
their Road Rally Victory on
later in the week.
I need 2 graduation tickets. Please
Call Jon x1847

MIRAGE PERCUSSION

1 way plane tix.
Grandparents are coming from
California-please help me!!

Thank you, thank you, thank youllll
I miss you lots and I love you very

Happy Birthday Joe Roberts. We

Happy Hour 2-7:30.

LA FORTUNE COFFEE CO.
100-song tape with music for
\$1.00 tape w/200 songs for
\$2.00 tape

LOOKING FOR A DANCE PARTNER FOR
two people to occupy a Turtle Creek Apt
for summer. More info than a townhouse. Call John or Jon x1177.

5-9 6-00-8:00
12-0-12 at the Bookstore

I saw a white princess

A WORLD TOUR FLYING TO

DEPARTMENT STORES

The Observer accepts classifieds every business day from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the
Home Office, 405 South State St., 61820. Classifieds are also accepted at the
308 Higbee College Center. Deadline for next day's copy is 11 a.m. All classifieds
must be prepaid. The charge is 2 1/2 cents per word plus 59 cents per ad.

The Pittsburgh Club will be sponsoring a luggage truck for those who wish to load
Friday, May 10. The prices are $5 for the first 11-12-30 at the Bookstore
1 way plane tix.

CALL BETHE 288-0597.
COURTMEETING CALL 349
BRIAN PACKARD
30-12

TURTLE CREEK TOWNHOUSE -
SUMMER RENTAL. Furnished, 2
located to public transp and

BOSTON CLUB TRUCK"

BOSTON CLUB TRUCK"

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:

2879624
233-2342
272-5667. (Tom Williams)
283-2927 ASAP
282-2377 (Rich)
CALL 2888595
3546
$350 monthly rent includes

SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS

2 grad. tix. Call Jon x1847

I need 2 graduation tickets. Please

I'm not going to refund you for

I'm not going to refund you for

I'm not going to refund you for

I'm not going to refund you for

I'm not going to refund you for
Thursday, May 2, 1991

**Educational Media Needs... STUDENT EMPLOYEES!**

Do you have experience videotaping events from high school days?

Do you program your parents’ VCR?

Would you like to work with the most exciting media equipment on campus?

Please see CARYLL VICSIK at the CCE BuildingRoom 9, or call 239-6423 for details!
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Ville de Paris, launched less than three weeks ago, led at every mark in the first race of the pre-World Championship Regatta for the new International America's Cup Class yachts.

The French syndicate's Jujaj's Ville de Paris sustained a snapped spinnaker early in the second race, won by Paul Cayard's IL Moro di Venezia of Italy — and did so by a mark.

The Nippon, skipped by Chris Dickson, was second in both races. IL Moro di Venezia, skippered by Dennis Conner, was third in both.

The two-day pre-competitive period was a dry run for the 1991 America's Cup. The final formal competition for the new yachts takes place in two races on May 6 and 8.

The Italian yacht, which replaced the 12-meter boats used in the first Cup, completed the 10-mile course and finished 1:54 behind Ville de Paris.

The French syndicate had only three days of testing in the Ville de Paris. The yacht navigated the windward-leeward, twice-around course in 1 hour, 24 minutes, 39.1 seconds.

The Nippon, second at every mark, was 33 seconds behind. The third at each mark, had its spinnaker blow out 10 miles from the finish and finished 1:54 behind Ville de Paris.

The Nippon, second at every mark, had its spinnaker blow out 10 miles from the finish and finished 1:54 behind Ville de Paris.

The Syndicate president Bill Koch sailed America's new boat to fourth place, three minutes behind Patricia Johnson, who placed eighth in the syndicate's fifth leg of the race. The other Italian yachts, skippered by John Kolius, was lost in the first race and fourth in the second.

The other American syndicate, America III, sailed both of its yachts in the first race.

The two Los Angeles teams are scheduled to compete in the second race.

The French syndicate has had the Nippon, skippered by John Kolius, was lost in the first race and fourth in the second.

The other American syndicate, America III, sailed both of its yachts in the first race.

Syndicate president Bill Koch sailed America's new boat to fourth place, three minutes behind Patricia Johnson, who placed eighth in the syndicate's fifth leg of the race. The other Italian yachts, skippered by John Kolius, was lost in the first race and fourth in the second.

The Nippon, second at every mark, had its spinnaker blow out 10 miles from the finish and finished 1:54 behind Ville de Paris.

The Syndicate president Bill Koch sailed America's new boat to fourth place, three minutes behind Patricia Johnson, who placed eighth in the syndicate's fifth leg of the race. The other Italian yachts, skippered by John Kolius, was lost in the first race and fourth in the second.

The other American syndicate, America III, sailed both of its yachts in the first race.

Syndicate president Bill Koch sailed America's new boat to fourth place, three minutes behind Patricia Johnson, who placed eighth in the syndicate's fifth leg of the race. The other Italian yachts, skippered by John Kolius, was lost in the first race and fourth in the second.

The Nippon, second at every mark, had its spinnaker blow out 10 miles from the finish and finished 1:54 behind Ville de Paris.

The Syndicate president Bill Koch sailed America's new boat to fourth place, three minutes behind Patricia Johnson, who placed eighth in the syndicate's fifth leg of the race. The other Italian yachts, skippered by John Kolius, was lost in the first race and fourth in the second.

The Nippon, second at every mark, had its spinnaker blow out 10 miles from the finish and finished 1:54 behind Ville de Paris.

The Syndicate president Bill Koch sailed America's new boat to fourth place, three minutes behind Patricia Johnson, who placed eighth in the syndicate's fifth leg of the race. The other Italian yachts, skippered by John Kolius, was lost in the first race and fourth in the second.

The Nippon, second at every mark, had its spinnaker blow out 10 miles from the finish and finished 1:54 behind Ville de Paris.
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**SPORTS SHORTS**

**Alzado charged with battery**

**CULVER CITY, CA —** Lyle Alzado, whose lawyer said last month that the Cleveland Browns defensive lineman had cancer, was charged Wednesday with battery on a peace officer, authorities said. Alzado is scheduled to be arraigned on May 21 at Culver City Municipal Court on one charge of battery on a peace officer, according to Mike Botula, a spokesman for the Los Angeles District Attorney's office. Alzado is charged with assaulting a female deputy marshal who was serving papers on him pertaining to a civil matter on April 16, Botula said. The woman has not been identified. However, Alzado's defense attorney, Stephen Lopez, said a few days later that he was so sick from his cancer that he could not have possibly attacked anyone. Alzado played 14 years as a defensive lineman with the Denver Broncos, Cleveland Browns and Los Angeles Raiders before retiring in 1983 to pursue an acting career. He attempted a comeback with the Raiders last summer but was released.

**"Bubba" retires from NFL**

**PHILADELPHIA —**自由 Bubba" Baker of the Cleveland Browns announced his retirement Wednesday, saying he didn't think he had what it would take to make the team this year. "I talked to some of the players and saw them on television running the quarterback miles. I knew I made the right decision," the three-time Pro Bowl nominee said at a news conference. "I thought, 'Yeah, great timing. Bubba.'" Baker, 35, was with the Detroit Lions when he was named the 1978 NFL Defensive Rookie of the Year. He moved to St. Louis for three years, then played a year with the Browns. In 1988 he went to Minnesota, then returned to Cleveland for the 1990 season, in which the Browns went 3-13. He recorded 133 career quarterback sacks, including 65 1/2 sacks since making an official start in 1988. "I couldn't get through half the season halfway through training camp and just having a physical breakdown," he said. "It's going to be a tough year for those halfway through training camp and just having a physical breakdown," he said. "I could see me getting it in the fourth quarter of a playoff game against the Milwaukee Bucks. Police issued the no-lan! No-lan!" as he took the mound in the first inning and walked Joe Carter on a 3-2 pitch in the seventh.

The Blue Jays, leading the majors with a .276 average, did not hit a single ball hard and failed helplessly at his assortment of fastballs, sharp curves and changeups. The closest they came to hit was in the sixth on Manuel Lee's blooper to centerfield, which Gary Pettis caught on the run at his shoethreepoint.

The crowd of 33,439 chanted "No-lan! No-lan!" as he took the mound in the first inning and walked Joe Carter on a 3-2 pitch in the seventh.

**Barrykerry cited**

**MILWAUKEE —** Philadelphia's Charles Barkley, who was fined $10,000 by the NBA for spitting on fans in March, received a police citation for disorderly conduct during a game Saturday at the Bradley Center. The 76ers won the game 116-112 in overtime. The episode happened between the fourth period and overtime, when cups of water and ice were thrown at forward Larry Bird, who had just been hit by an ice bucket. Birds of a feather.

**Brewers 10, White Sox 9 (19)**

**MILWAUKEE —** Willie Randolph's three-out rally in the 15th inning, followed by two singles, held up a five-minute ceremony. The game was held up because the Brewers had played 17 innings in April.

The game took 6 hours, 5 minutes and was the longest ever involving the Brewers at County Stadium. Twice the Brewers had played 17 innings at home.

**Tigers, Royals 6-4**

**Kansas City —**- Lou Whitaker hit two home runs and drove in five runs, helping Detroit sweep its first three-game series at Royals Stadium in seven years.

Bill Gullickson remained unbeaten in three decisions as the Tigers handed the Royals their sixth loss in a row and swept at Kansas City for the first time in franchise history.

**HOLY CROSS FATHERS & BROTHERS**

**VOCATION COUNSELING**

—SENIORS—

—How do I know if I have a vocation to religious life and priesthood?

—What are the various ministries of Holy Cross priests and brothers?

—What is the academic and formation program for becoming a priest or brother?

—What scholarships and financial aid are available?

—How might I continue to consider a vocation after I have left college?

For a personal and confidential interview without obligation, call or write the vocational director:

Fr. John Conley, C.S.C.
Box 541, Moreau Seminary
Notre Dame, IN 46566
(219) 239-6385

**Ryan hurls no-hitter; A's defeat Yankees**

**BALTIMORE —** David Cone hurls a shutout, and Dan Gladden hit a three-run homer as the New York Yankees were beaten in three decisions as the Orioles clinched a spot in the AL Championship Series with a 6-1 victory at Baltimore.

Johnson (2-3), who gave up three runs in 1-2 innings, was removed in the seventh after giving up a single to Craig Worthington. It was only the second ball he allowed to get out of the infield.

The winner of reliever Dan Augustine was Ozzie Guillen.

**Twins, Red Sox 0-10**

**MINNEAPOLIS —** Scott Erickson pitched a two-hitter and struck out career-high 14 in eight innings, combining with Randy Vogt on a five-hitter through 5-2-3 innings before Jody Reed's bloop single to left in the ninth. Gwynn singled and went to third on a wild pitch before reaching third baseman Randy Velarde on an error.

Erickson, 32-2, who pitched a five-hitter for his first major league shutout Friday against San Diego, improved his record to 1-1 and increased his total to 10 victories for the season.

Bill Buckman remained unbeated in three decisions as the Twins have motived such a high roller as Bob Moulton, who continued from page 20.

**Coach**

continued from page 20

practices. Perhaps someone should tell that to Digger Phelps.

Highly placed sources in the Notre Dame basketball program have reported that the embattled Phelps knew well before Christmas that he would be leaving his office for good by season's end.

Yet at his farewell press conference, Digger maintained that he had not been forced to leave. "It would be nice to believe that, but it is simply too difficult a task, even for the most devout disciple of Digger."

Why?" The listeners? Easy.

Why did Pete Gillen suddenly become so loquacious about coaching at Notre Dame? Why did Bobby Cremins, who is as Irish as Galway Bay, decide to stay at Georgia Tech? Why did John Shurna, who played for Digger, go to Xavier and talk to the media about his being interviewed did not mean he would take the job?

No farewell ceremony?

No Memo Room luncheon.
No dinner at $200 to say goodbye and at least give him a nice watch? Smells funny.

Yet perhaps the biggest call to disillusionment is the recent history of the Notre Dame coach. Why the skepticism? Easy.

Still don't believe the skeptics? Drexel, St. Joe's, Rider, and maybe even Cremins.

**Dissillusioned?**

Sorry. The facts are on everybody's face. Most coaches get canned when they don't win. It is no different in coaching, no matter how high the stakes.

So what's the listening do a double-take?

Before the circumstances surrounding the Notre Dame football coach get too circuited, it was possible to count the number of people who thought that Gillen would stay at Xavier.

Just this week it looked as if the Irish would be the easy last look at the Joe Kennedy Commission was good enough to point out that college sports are not to be focused on money, and that Notre Dame was a model for the report.

**On the court**

**WIDE RANGING**

**Beau Champ? Don't forget that the good ole Knight Commission was good enough to point out that college sports are not to be focused on money, and that Notre Dame was a model for the report.**
Tiger Athletic Foundation breaks monetary statutes

Baton Rouge, La. (AP) — The Associated Press

The Tiger Athletic Foundation has violated state law by spending public money for non-public purposes, state Inspector General Bill Lynch said.

In a report Tuesday to Gov. Buddy Roemer, Lynch said outside groups such as the boosters organization included payment of country club memberships for former football coach Mike Archer, bonuses to Baton Rouge's former mayor, Buddy Roemer, and payments to a state agency.

LSU Chancellor William "Bud" Davis said LSU is not doing anything that is illegal. "If our foundation is a public body, it would be the first in the country affiliated with a university," he said.

John Ferguson, executive director of the foundation, said he did not believe the organization was violating state law, and called the report a "tempest in a teapot."

"Obviously, we believe that we are a private group which does a lot of good things for LSU, both in athletics and academics," Ferguson said. "If we thought we were in violation of state law, we wouldn't be in operation."

Lynch's report follows several years of debate about whether the TAF, a non-profit corporation, actually is a private entity or public agencies should be subject to state control.

State Sen. Larry Bankston, D-South Bend, said he was throwing the ball on the "merits or well-meaning initiatives asked LSU to order the TAP to stop spending funds for private purposes, and advised LSU officials and TAF directors they may be personally liable for any expenditures made for non-public purposes.

"Everything has to be right when you throw him out," said Nokes. "You've got to have the right pitch and you've got to throw it right there."

Jose Canseco, Ernest Riles and Lance Blankenship also had steals in the game for the A's.

The Associated Press

WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS.

10:00 am May 2, 1972-
South Bend's Finest Hour

Happy Birthday, Scott!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Ryan, Andrea, & Sean

Happy Birthday, Scott!
**CAMPUS**

5:15 p.m. Mass of Thanksgiving for the Coleman Gift to Sacred Heart Church.


8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Film, "Parenthood." Cushing Auditorium.

**LECTURES**

7 p.m. Lecture, "Habitat for Humanity," Millard Fuller, founder of Habitat for Humanity, Auditorium, Hesburgh Library. Sponsored by Community Relations.

**MENU**

Notre Dame

Corn Dusted Rolls
Fried Fish Boats
Broiled Haddock a la Mode
French Bread Cheese Pizza

Deli Bar

Thursday

**ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE**

**CROSSWORD**

Edited by Eugene T. Maleska

No. 0321

**ACROSS**

1 Stamp of approval
2 "Playing fields" site
3 Kind
4 Prado offering
5 Carefree gal
6 Defeat
7 Use McCormick's machine
8 Arise
9 Mr. ten. Berlin
10 Start of a quiz
11 Appar
12 Cpl. or sgt
13 Herb used in cooking

**DOWN**

1 Butters
2 Cushman or Monceau
3 District
4 Type alias
5 Banned
6 Celebrated corn
7 Carved emblems
8 Obvionym
9 Verse skipper
10 Pap
11 Total
12 Waggin trailer
13 Futra Industry
14 Jane bugs
15 Apportion again
16 Artificial
17 Wios

**THE FAR SIDE**

BY GARY LARSON

"Wait a minute, friends... Frank Stevens in marketing — you all know Frank — has just handed me a note..."

**THEME PLOT**

**SPELUNKER**

BY JAY HOOSER

REY, BEAUTIFUL! WHAT ARE YOU DOING? WHAT ARE YOU DOING? WHAT ARE YOU DOING? WHAT ARE YOU DOING? WHAT ARE YOU DOING? WHAT ARE YOU DOING...?

**MOVIES**

**Friday**

MONTY PYTHON'S
THE MEANING OF LIFE

Cushing Auditorium
8:00p.m. and 10:30p.m.
$2

**Parenthood**

It could happen to you.

**THE OBSERVER**
by dave dieteman

the John MacLeod-to-Notre Dame reports are gathering an explosive heat. John Shumate, former Irish hoopstoop and candidate for the vacant Notre Dame position, reported to the New York Daily News that John MacLeod would be the man to replace Digger Phelps.

"Dick Rosenthal told me it's going to be John MacLeod," are the words John Shumate spoke to the reporter. Shumate, a native of Finney, Jr. "Last weekend was the first time I started hearing MacLeod's name mentioned and his name kept getting stronger and stronger."

While MacLeod did not respond to messages left at his hotel, he spoke Wednesday about an impending move when asked about his future. "I liked it here...and I...I don't know," MacLeod said after one of several scheduled meetings in New York with Knicks president Dave Checketts. "We're going to meet again and an announcement will be made soon."

"MacLeod is, in fact, scheduled to meet with the Knicks again at an 11 a.m. press conference this morning at Madison Square Garden. Notre Dame is rumored to have scheduled a press conference for Thursday evening or Friday morning."

When asked about taking the Notre Dame job, MacLeod said, "No comment."

"But when asked of what his plans were in light of a fallout with the Knicks, MacLeod answered in generalities.

"I don't know," said MacLeod. "There have been some opportunities that have popped up and I'm going to assess the situation and take a good look at them."

University president Father Edward "Digger" Malloy said Tuesday night that the 15-day search had ended, but later said through a spokesman that his reaction was "exasperating." "We do know who our next coach will be," stated Malloy at a banquet honoring Elkhart public school employees.

But Notre Dame spokesman Dennis Miller said that although Malloy knows the details of the search process, the comment was made to warm up an audience before his speech.

"Can't anybody make a joke?" Miller said. Prior to Shumate's call to the New York Daily News, however, three reports indicated MacLeod would be the new coach.

"I think we have a strong candidate," said Rosenthal."I'm not going to name this candidate, but when asked if MacLeod's name was mentioned to Digger Daily News reporter Peter Neen before the week, "We're going to meet again and an announcement will be made soon.

"Even since the Knicks fired general manager Al Bianchi two weeks ago, MacLeod's name was mentioned and discussed by several scheduled meetings in New York with Notre Dame board member declared to the search who said a Notre Dame has as horrible as critics maintained. Irish base ball best writers laughed when they heard the MacLeod's name mentioned and it appeared that at best he pulled a point loss to USC, that Notre Dame could not possibly win five games.

"Then I think we have a strong candidate," said Rosenthal. "I'm not going to name this candidate, but

"The 53-year-old MacLeod is a native of New Albany, Ind., and announced his intentions at an end of the second game, out-

"We're going to meet again and an announcement will be made soon."

"MacLeod would be the new Notre Dame baseball wins two; team has highs and lows

Irish baseball wins two; team has highs and lows

By Richard Kurz

"We're going to meet again and an announcement will be made soon."

"The Notre Dame job opened the door for 20 seasons. Phelps had a 393-197 record with the Irish, including two national championships. Phelps had a 393-197 record with the Irish, including two national championships.

"We're going to meet again and an announcement will be made soon."

"The end is finally here

"The tragicomedy that is the search for..."